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psychologists. As a matter of fact, however, there is
no mil-power involved.
What this unfortunate person is doing is already
having a drink mentally, and deciding whether he shall
have one in reality. He is not drawing mental pictures
of being at home painting the garden fence. He has
simply directed his interest to imagining how it would
feel to be standing in front of a bars with the right
foot nonchalantly poised on the brass rail, holding a
glass in his left hand as he pours whisky into it with
his right, and then, having lifted the drink to his lips,
gurgling it lovingly down so that every drop, right down
to his stomach, tastes like heaven.
This poor chap has thrown his whole interest-power
into that anticipation of drinking. The bar just inside
that door is his North Pole; he could no more keep
away from it than Peary could keep away from his
" Call of the North."
I wasn't torn between conflicting interests when I
deliberately laid down my pipe for the last time on April
2, 1918. I wasn't looking for trouble; I didn't want
to fight anything, I was looking for the peaceful life.
I was simply inquisitive—wanting to ascertain of what
that so-called tobacco craving consisted. So I simply
took my chair, sat down just outside the hole where
that bluffing old craving was supposed to be hibernat-
ing, and waited for it to come out.
I didn't require any " power ** in order to sit in that
mental chair and indulge in that watching stunt.
Lord, bless you, no ! That chair was very comfortable
and inviting. I liked sitting in that mental chair,
looking at that mental hole, ajd waiting for that
mental craving to stick its head out.

